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Oracle Solaris 11 System Administration covers every skill required to effectively install and
administer the Oracle Solaris 11.1 operating system in production environments. It features
dozens of step-bystep “learn by example” procedures, demonstrating how to apply complex
solutions in real-world data center environments. Author Bill Calkins has administered and
taught Oracle Solaris and its predecessors for more than twenty years. He also helped develop
the newest Oracle Certified Associate (OCA) and Oracle Certified Professional (OCP) exams,
which raise the bar for Solaris certification. This guide covers every new 1Z0-821 exam topic in
detail and also covers many 1Z0-822 exam topics. Calkins also reviews the changes that system
administrators will face when upgrading to Solaris 11.1 and presents new ways to perform
familiar tasks on both SPARC and x86 hardware. You’ll learn how toInstall the Solaris 11
Operating Environment with Live Media or Text Interactive installersInstall, manage, and update
software with the Image Packaging System and IPS repositoriesUnderstand, customize, and
troubleshoot SPARC and x86 boot processes from system power-up to loading the OS
(including coverage of ILOM, OpenBoot, and GRUB 2)Administer and create services through
the service management facility (SMF)Configure system messaging using SMF notifications,
syslog and rsyslogConfigure and administer ZFS storage pools, including ZFS on the boot drive,
local disks, LUNs, and a SANConfigure and manage ZFS file systems: encryption, redundancy,
snapshots, clones, network sharing, monitoring, device replacement, and legacy UFS
migrationCreate, migrate, contain, and administer zones, including solaris10 branded and
immutable zonesUse RBAC to create custom rights profiles and grant special privilegesManage
and monitor system process scheduler (including FSS process schedulers and proc
tools)Configure Solaris networking and network services, including Reactive and Fixed Network
Configurations, VNICs, and Virtual Networking A companion website (unixed.com/
solaris11book.html) includes new 1Z0-821 and 1Z0-822 study strategies and self-assessment
exams. 

From the AuthorThis book covers all of the topics necessary to effectively install and administer
an Oracle Solaris 11 system. When used as a study guide, this book will save you a great deal of
time and effort searching for information you will need to administer Oracle Solaris 11 on SPARC
and x86-based systems. This book covers each topic in enough detail for inexperienced
administrators to learn about Oracle Solaris 11 and apply the knowledge to real-life scenarios.
Experienced readers will find the material complete and concise, making it a valuable reference
for everyday tasks. Drawing from my years of experience as a senior Oracle Solaris
administrator and consultant, you'll find new ideas and see some different approaches to system
administration that probably were not covered in your Oracle Solaris administration training



courses.You might be familiar with my Oracle Solaris certification training guides and exam prep
books that have been published over the past 15 years. I am a Solaris Subject Matter Expert for
Oracle. I participate in the development of the Oracle Solaris 11 certification exams, and I have
made certain that the topics covered on the exam are covered in this book. But, rather than
stopping at simply an exam prep book, I have gone to great effort to ensure that all tasks that
you need to perform are covered beyond what is simply required to pass the exam.Experienced
administrators will find many welcome enhancements in Oracle Solaris 11, but they will also find
Oracle Solaris 11 is vastly different from previous versions of the operating system. Oracle has
added new features and, in some cases, has completely redesigned some of the functions you
may have used on a daily basis. To eliminate the frustration of learning a new environment, I
describe new solutions for performing familiar tasks.Welcome to the Oracle Solaris 11
community, and don't forget to visit my blog at unixed.com/blog where I answer your questions
and discuss various topics related to Oracle Solaris administration.About the AuthorBill Calkins
is an Oracle Solaris 11 Certified Professional and Solaris Subject Matter Expert for Oracle
Corporation. Bill is the owner and president of UnixEd and Pyramid Consulting, leading
providers of IT training and open systems consulting. He has 28 years of experience in UNIX
system administration, consulting, and training for more than three-hundred companies. 
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Robert M. Koretsky, “Outstanding and essential!. From the perspective of presenting a top-down,
very contemporary, articulate, complete, and thoroughly well-produced book, this reference
gives you a handy all-in-one guide to system administration on Oracle Solaris 11.1. All the major
and important system administration activities and procedures, as well as some minor facts
which might seem trivial at first, but are actually very important, are covered in a clear and
cogent way. If you had to wade through the huge volume of documentation provided by Oracle
that comes with the software ( or use your Google-Fu), just to find out the details of some small
fact or technique, you would realize how powerful this book really is. It will make your life with
Solaris easier, like it did mine.Just a few examples: there is a section on dealing with removable
media such as USB devices, drives, thumb drives. There is excellent coverage of Secure Shell,
how to start it up, manage it, etc.. Those are practical and contemporary subjects that a modern
UNIX System Administration book must cover. Also, there is extensive coverage of how to add
packages to your base system via the command line, which is a very critical, practical System
Administration topic!A tremendous added benefit- ZFS is covered and explained completely and
beautifully!Even if this book cost 3 times what Amazon is charging, you must have it.Robert M.
KoretskyUNIX: The TextbookEdited 4/7/14- A big benefit of using Solaris 11.1 instead of
OpenIndiana (May the Computer Gods forgive me for espousing a commercial system over a
freeware system) is that the IPS GUI Package Manager on Solaris 11.1 has access to more
packages that actually can be installed on your system. Even though the author recommends
and heavily illustrates using a command line version of the IPS Package Manager, I found that
with the default Gnome desktop GUI and IPS GUI, I could download and install Python 2.7.3
with Tkinter built into it from the Solaris repository in a couple of easy steps. Very similar to using
the command line pkg package management system in PC-BSD or FreeBSD to get new
packages from the FreeBSD Repository.Edited 10/15/14- I'm into virtualization now, and it
seems the common shortcoming of documentation on zones (this book included) is that no one
tells you how to log into the zone from the Internet using ssh, FTP, or telnet, or how to actually
install an application in the zone! For example, what IP address do you use to ssh into a zone
running on a Solaris 11.2 machine, from somewhere on your LAN or the Internet? And as far as
installing an application, I don't mean a full web server stack, just some simple app that you
don't trust and want to put in a zone to test. This book shows you how to create and administrate
zones (it is an administration book after all), but not how to actually use them in some simple
cases! After all, it does do that with zfs. I'm hoping that the authors' advanced book will do that.
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/servers-storage-admin/o11-092-s11-zones-
intro-524494.html is a web page at Oracle that has an excellent intro to zones, and shows in a
few easy steps how to add apache-22 to a zone! Bravo! And the Oracle web page also adds the
zone to rpool on the vdev that Solaris boots from- Dr. Calkins in his zone intro creates a new
zpool on another hard disk for the zone. I don't quite get the rational for that.”



Bob L., “Overall, a decent guide to Solaris 11.x. While classic UNIX seems to be fading in favor
of Linux, if you still use Solaris (Solaris 11.x), this book fills in the gaps where the Oracle
manuals (while usually ok), aren't quite as clear. The SMF, ZFS, and networking were of
particular interest to me and this book hit those targets pretty well. I still have Sun servers that
were put into production in 2003 that are still humming along and doing what they need to do.
We also have newer Sun equipment (M-series and T-series) that beat the pants off of their x86
counterparts. Especially when it comes to VM's. You just can't beat the Oracle VM's (zones)
using VMWare. But, it does take competent administration on any system to keep peace
amongst the user community.So, to fill in the gaps, this book was a big help.”

Gary Guo, “The best Solaris 11.1 system admin book!. Initially I buy this book for about 100
pages of ZFS of Solaris 11.1. And I love the NFS chapter because it covers both ways of NFS
shares in Solaris 11 GA and in Solaris 11.1. Then, I go though a whole book and figure out that
this is the best book I can get for Solaris 11.1 system admin.I buy one copy for each member in
the project team. My colleagues love it also.Strongly recommended! Hope the "advanced one"
by the same author will publish soon.”

Dale Basemann, “Good overall reference. Didn't apply much to my specific tasks.”

Sheila P. Kelly, “Four Stars. Product great, arrived on time.”

B. Zidler, “Good book. This book gives a good general presentation of Solaris 11. The layout is
clear, and its late publication allowed the inclusion of some specific features of Solaris 11.1. It
can be used to prepare the OCA/OCP exams, but would probably be incomplete in that aim. It
does not target these exams anyway. First there are missing chapters for this, such as nothing
on AI method of install. Also there is no self quiz that can be used as test, or examples of
questions.I think that those who plan to try them, need to read the OCA exam guide from
Michael Ernest. Even if this last one is also missing on some subjects for which a direct
consultation of the Oracle online documentation is possible. I liked the progression of Ernest's
book, with a long development on projects/tasks resource management, making it easier to
introduce the concept of zones. But the book of Bill Calkins may be closer to the Oracle official
documentation, and many small irritating mistakes (such as the number of possible secondary
groups, or the definition of a ZFS dataset) are not there.In conclusion, these 2 books are
interesting, and give a different overview of the system. The clear choice of Bill Calkins to forget
about 1Z0-82x exams, makes it better for those who don't care about certification.”

Amzn Client, “Ottimo testo, approfondito e utile. Ottimo testo, approfondito e utile.Illumos/Solaris
offre questo punto di forza (tra molti altri): la documentazione.Questo manuale è un eccellente
testo per il sistema operativo Solaris e Illumos. Magari ce ne fossero così per i vari *BSD.”



The book by David Clinton has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 19 people have provided feedback.
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